Blood pressure response to bolus administration of vasoactive drugs in the rat.
The time course of systemic blood pressure response in normotensive anaesthetized rats was studied after a bolus administration of standard doses (0.4 microgram/kg) of noradrenaline, adrenaline, isoprenaline, acetylcholine, serotonin, bradykinin, and histamine. The single stimulus of a vasoactive agent elicits a blood pressure deviation with typical phasing. The time dimension of the individual wave is less variable and less dose dependent than their amplitude. Under the given experimental conditions the blood pressure response is predominantly determined by the peripheral vasomotor reactions; the cardiac component is of minor importance. Though the overall responses to the individual drugs are quite characteristic, they seem to comprise several common components. Thus the peripheral vascular system is supposed to consist of different regulatory subsystems which take part in the systemic blood pressure control by typically timed responses. The pattern of the reaction is then given by their unequal combination and various intensity.